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KAMEOKA CUP  
   
I got the response from China to the news of KC.  

Dear Hiro  
   
Thanks for the BIU news.  
It's great experiences of KC for 24 times.  
Hope Biketrial will develop and spread to all people around the world.  
   
Best Regards  
Jason  
Dear Jason,  
   
It is already passed one year when you, Walton, Giuliano visited Japan 
and checked KC. The event now is much different and improved a lot 
after that. There were some problems for the entry system in the old 
way. Now I changed it and capacity of entry goes up to 120 riders. Now 
the people pay the entry fee 3,500 yen (35 USD) per rider through the 
bank a week before the event. It makes organizing KC easier. I also 
Improved the discount system. Now it has 4 different discounts as 
follows.  
   
(1) The first timer discount: 1,000 yen (10 USD)  
(2) clean up sections discount: 500 yen (5 USD)  
(3) Brand (for the user of brands which support KC) discount: 500 yen (5 
USD)  
(4) family (the third person from a family) discount: free of charge for 1 
person  
   
The discount (cash back) will be done to the participants on the day of 
the event. For this, I have to prepare small coins about 700 USD for the 
day of KC. This system works very well. It also works for less absent 
from entry list.  
   
My target to collect rider for a KC this year is 120. If I made it in this 
year, I will be very happy. And it is going to be the record of the most 
participants took part in a local and a national event in Japan . I am 
challenging!  
   
I hope you will come and check KC some day again.  
   
Sincerely yours,  
Hiro  
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BELGIUM  
   

Thanks to Giuliano for having communication with Belgium people. And thanks for 
contacting to JM for this time.  

Dear Jean Michel,  
   
how are you ? I hope you are ok and so your dear ones.  
As you know during last WBC in Sonico , Italy , we had organize a new 
“Team Work” to help our President Mr. Hiroshi Hirano. I am member of 
this new group expected in BIU Statute and named “Presidium”.  
I write to ask you about your today’s activity in Belgium .  
During Koxx day in La Tour De Scay two week ago I met a lot of people 
than ask me about BikeTrial in Belgium .  
After than 3 people ask me about this question I’ve ask to can organize 
a little meeting and in the end I’ve talk with 7 representatives of 4 
Belgian Club:  
   
Mr. Pierre Coulèe from Malmedy Mountain Bike Team.  
Mr. Jacque Lekeu from RDMC Bike Trial Club.  
Mr. Rodrigue Timellini from Kangourous Trial Club.  
Mr. Senden Charly from VTTA Aywaille Club.  
And other 3 people from Belgium (parents of Rider in Koxx Day).  
   
Two of this people talk very well Italian language (very very well) and 
they talk a long with me about BikeTrial history, news, events, old and 
recent of BIU in Belgium . All others confirm me the long (very long) 
explanation of the first two.  
They ask me to can have BikeTrial activity in Belgium . They want 
organize event and enrolling Rider in the next WBC but in the same time 
they have some difficult in the collaboration with BIU Belgium .  
   
Can I know your opinion about this Clubs and this people?  
Can you talk with me about BikeTrial activity in Belgium ?  
I had a very good opinion of this people, can you think that is possible 
have collaboration with this 4 Clubs ?  
   
Thank you very much,  
Giuliano Gualeni  
BIU General Secretary.  

I know the problem through Belgium riders. JM has problem issuing BIU license for 
Belgium riders. He does not send his answer of BIU survey. Belgium team didi not wear 
their team uniform in the opening ceremony in Sonico last year. Enough. It means he 
may be does not deserve to our delegate. But the same time, it is their domestic 
problem. They should find the solution in their system by themselves. Wish we could 
find someone who can work well for BIU in Belgium .  
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